CITY OF WINTER PARK
PLANNING AND ZONING BOARD

Staff Report
April 2, 2013

REQUEST OF TRUSTCO BANK FOR: CONDITIONAL USE APPROVAL
TO ADD A DRIVE-IN TELLER LANE ONTO THE EXISTING OFFICE
BUILDING AT 950 N. ORLANDO AVENUE, ZONED C-3.

This item is a conditional use request from Trustco Bank to establish a branch bank facility with one drive-in teller lane on the property at 950 N. Orlando Avenue (opposite at the end of Lee Road). It is a conditional use because of the drive-in teller.

Site and Context: This property at 950 N. Orlando Avenue holds a largely vacant, three story, 35,000 square foot office building that was built in 1985.

Project Plans: Trustco Bank is moving their State of Florida corporate headquarters into the third floor of this building. On the first floor, about one-half of the space (5,000 sq. ft.) will be used for a branch bank. The plans contemplate adding one drive-thru teller lane and a bypass lane onto the north side of the building up at the northwest corner. The existing driveway access points are not changing.

Parking: This 35,000 square foot building has 119 parking spaces which meets the parking code of one space for each 250 square feet of ‘gross’ building area. The addition of the drive-thru teller will reduce the parking by 7 spaces to 112 spaces. The applicant is requesting an ‘exception” for that reduction in parking.

The City’s experience with the one per 250 criteria for office buildings is that it is a very good number for buildings up to 15-20,000 square feet, in accurately predicting the parking needed by tenants. However, in larger office buildings, the one per 250 criteria tends to over-park the actual need. Part of the reason is that as the office buildings get larger; the amount of ‘common’ areas not used as “office” space increase for the elevators, stairs, mechanical space, lobbies, hallways and other core areas. In those larger office buildings, typically as much as 15% of the “gross” building area is not “net” usable office space. So for a 35,000 sq. ft. office such as this, it is likely over-parked by 20 spaces. Then when you add in the inefficiencies of bank lobby space, there is no concern by the staff about the reduction in 7 spaces for the addition of this drive-thru teller lane.
Traffic Circulation and Stacking: The traffic impact and stacking needs for drive-in tellers vary greatly from ‘national’ banks to ‘community’ banks. Trustco Bank is a ‘community’ bank. In our previous surveys, the analysis of the stacking requirements for a ‘community’ branch bank (based on actual counts on the peak day and time of Friday at the noon hour) are the need to stack in the range of 3-4 cars. The proposed configuration with the one teller lanes has space for stacking of those 4 cars. Plus if there are more than 4 cars in a line, customers will park and go inside for their banking business. The primary reason for these conditional uses is to insure that the stacking for drive-thru’s does not cause any traffic hazards or lines of cars backing into the streets, blocking driveways or making the internal circulation unsafe. In this case there is ample land and the design will not create any problems even in the peak case.

Storm Water Retention: This office building constructed in 1985 meets the current code requirements for storm water retention.

Landscape Plan: The existing landscape areas have fallen into disrepair as the building sat largely vacant for several years. There are two older laurel oak trees on the north façade of the building that will be removed as they are in decline and this has been approved by the City’s Chief of Forestry, Dru Dennison. There are also three very nice live oak trees along the eastern façade of this building that will not be affected in any way. A final landscape plan which refurbishes all of the existing landscape areas will be required as part of the building permit package for the interior renovations.

Summary: The site is adequately sized and the overall site plan design well suited for this type of building conversion. The small loss of parking will not negatively affect an office building of this size.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION IS FOR APPROVAL.
Parcel Photos - 950 N Orlando Ave

292201345201080 03/30/2006
City of Winter Park
Planning Department
401 South Park Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
407-599-3399

Re: Application for conditional use:
TrustCo Bank
950 North Orange Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789

The attached application and necessary documentation is for the conditional use submittal for 950 North Orange Avenue – Winter Park, Florida 32789. This building is currently under purchase agreement from Becker Winter Park, LLC to Trustco Bank (Please see the attached agreement for sale and purchase). This property is to be used as the Trustco Bank Winter Park branch, and ultimately the Florida headquarters. Trustco Bank plans to use a 4,872 square foot portion of the first floor as a Trustco Bank Branch as well as the third floor in its entirety (11,160 square feet) as a Florida headquarters. Trustco Bank plans to add a single lane drive through teller with a bypass lane as indicated on sheet SD-2 – Proposed Site Plan. Please see the attached typical drive through teller usage calculation.

Thank you in advance for your time and please, if you have any comments or questions feel free to call me direct.

Sincerely,

Eric Trebbien,
Architect AR94258

3-6-2013
City of Winter Park  
Planning Department  
401 South Park Avenue  
Winter Park, Florida 32789  
407-599-3399

Re: Drive through teller transaction calculation:  
TrustCo Bank  
950 North Orange Avenue  
Winter Park, Florida 32789

The TrustCo Bank usage calculation is as follows:  
Peak hours: 2.0 minutes per transaction  
Off Peak hours: 3.3 minutes per transaction

Friday is the busiest drive thru teller circulation day for TrustCo Bank with peak time from 11:30 to 1:30 and 3:30 to 6:00 with the banks drive through open hours on Fridays from 8:00 to 6:00.

Calculating as follows:  
**Peak hours:** $2\text{hr} + 2.5\text{hr} \times 60\text{min} = 270 \text{ minutes of peak transaction time}$  
$270/2.0 = 135 \text{ transactions}$

**Off peak hours:** $3.5\text{hr} + 2\text{hr} \times 60\text{min} = 330 \text{ minutes of off peak transaction time}$  
$330/3.3 = 100 \text{ transactions}$

In closing, the busiest day for the single lane drive through teller is Friday and estimates 235 transactions.

The maximum car stack up at peak time is typically 4 vehicles.

Thank you in advance for your time and please, if you have any comments or questions feel free to call me direct.

Sincerely,

---

Eric Trebbien,  
Architect AR94258
REQUEST OF THE JEWETT ORTHOPAEDIC CLINIC TO: AMEND ARTICLE I, "COMPREHENSIVE PLAN" SO AS TO CHANGE THE FUTURE LAND USE DESIGNATION OF MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL TO PARKING LOT FUTURE LAND USE ON THE PROPERTIES AT 930, 950 AND 960 MINNESOTA AVENUE.

REQUEST OF THE JEWETT ORTHOPAEDIC CLINIC TO: AMEND ARTICLE III, "ZONING" AND THE OFFICIAL ZONING MAP SO AS TO CHANGE MEDIUM DENSITY MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (R-3) DISTRICT ZONING TO PARKING LOT (PL) DISTRICT ON THE PROPERTIES AT 930, 950 AND 960 MINNESOTA AVENUE.

The Jewett Clinic has a contingent contract to purchase property for which they seek Comp. Plan FLU Map and Zoning Map changes to:

1. Change the existing Multi-Family Residential (R-3) designation to Parking Lot (PL) zoning on the properties at 930, 950 and 960 Minnesota Avenues in order to use these properties for an expanded off-site parking lot for prospective building expansions on the Jewett Clinic campus.

The Jewett Clinic desires to expand their medical facilities on their campus at 1285 Orange Avenue. The site plan (attached) shows a prospective new two story medical office building to include an ambulatory surgery center. This rezoning request is to provide the parking spaces needed (in part) for that new medical building project.

The new medical building will be a conditional use on a future P&Z agenda (as it will be a building over 10,000 sq. ft.). However, the Jewett Clinic wants to seek an approval for the off-site parking before they continue to invest in the design work needed for that conditional use application.

Site and Context: The properties at 930 and 950 Minnesota Avenue each now hold a single family rental home. The property at 960 Minnesota Avenue is vacant. The combined properties have 219 feet of frontage on Minnesota Avenue and 145 feet of frontage on Oak Place. The combined properties are 31,375 square feet in size. All three properties are now zoned R-3. Under the R-3 zoning, the combined site could be developed with up to 12 multi-family apts./condos of a combined building size of up to 34,500 square feet.
**Project Plans:** The conceptual plan for the proposed parking lot is attached. It would yield approximately 73 cars. The applicant would commit to limiting the driveway access onto Oak Place only. Otherwise, the specific plans will conform to or exceed the City’s requirements for storm water retention and landscaping including replacement trees for those to be removed. The parking lot (PL) zoning only permits surface parking lots so no building or structure (Parking Garage) is permitted by this PL zoning in the future.

**Landscape and Wall Plan:** The City staff will recommend conditioning the rezoning on the approval of the landscape and wall plan. The City has a very good parking lot landscape code especially with the recent addition to the Code of the YMCA template for buffering and screening the parking which is essential in order to insure that the visual image of this parking lot from the homes nearby is favorable. That can be done as part of the conditional use process for the new medical building. Since the City has adopted (as part of the Code) the template for the YMCA buffer wall and landscape package, it is important to point out that the neighbors will be looking at exactly what has been successful at the YMCA in terms of visually buffering and screening this parking lot. (This is also the same requirement for wall and landscaping as was required for the rezoning of 1210 Dallas Avenue, also across from residential homes)

**Summary:** Just as with the YMCA parking lot expansion on our agenda a few months ago, it has been demonstrated that a properly screened parking lot does not diminish property values or discourage residential redevelopment. (There are three new homes built in 2012/2013 directly adjacent to or across the street from the YMCA parking lot)

A parking lot can actually be a quieter and a less active use than the 12 apts./condos that could be built on this combined property. This will be used as an employee parking lot. Employees will park in the morning and leave after work. There is no activity in the parking lot at night or on weekends when the neighbors are generally at home. Staff is recommending a condition of approval to insure that in the future a restaurant on Orange or Orlando Avenue does not lease this parking lot for nighttime and/or weekend use.

**STAFF RECOMMENDATION IS FOR APPROVAL** with the condition that the wall and landscape plan be approved as part of the conditional use for the Jewett Clinic expansion and that the parking lot not be leased for any alternate commercial use, like off-site restaurant parking.

(Note that the ordinances are only effective upon the purchase by the Jewett Clinic (SUS Properties) so it will not be rezoned and then used by others for some other commercial use like off-site restaurant parking)
February 27, 2013

To Whom It May Concern:

Jewett Orthopaedic Clinic located at 1285 Orange Avenue, Winter Park has been a part of the community for the past 76 years. Jewett built its first facility in Winter Park in 1971 when Dr. Eugene Jewett determined that the City of Winter Park was where he would locate his medical clinic for Orthopedics. At that time, the Clinic consisted of 6 physicians. From that date until today Jewett has added to the existing facility and opened another eight locations in the Orlando area. Currently Jewett has 25 doctors on staff, 14 PA’s/Nurse Practitioners and over 200 employees.

In 1993 Jewett also became a partner of Physicians Surgical Care Center (PSCC) in Winter Park, near the Winter Park Hospital. As Jewett added additional physicians over the years, the number of orthopedic surgical cases at PSCC also increased. After 20 years at this facility we are faced with an aging building, aging equipment and a shortage of Operating Rooms to accommodate the needed outpatient surgical cases.

Jewett has spent the last two years exploring options of where best a new surgery center could be located and still provide the conveniences for the patient as well as our doctors who go between their daily clinics and the surgery center. After performing this research we have concluded that the best location for the new facility is next door to our existing offices in Winter Park and Jewett already owns the property. This should allow us to build out the new facility for less and also help us to hold down the cost of healthcare to our patients. This location will also allow our patients to be seen in any of our nine offices and yet be very accessible for them on the day they may need a surgical procedure performed.

CELEBRATING OVER 75 YEARS OF ORTHOPAEDIC LEADERSHIP
Charles M. May, Chief Executive Officer
City of Winter Park  
February 27, 2013  
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Working with HuntonBrady, (architectural firm) and Klima Weeks, (civil engineers) we have determined the need for additional parking spaces to accommodate the new facility. We have placed a contract for additional land at Oak Street and Minnesota Avenue next to our existing office in Winter Park. Currently it is our understanding that the property is zoned R3 and we are requesting to change the zoning to allow for a parking lot. In order to ensure that we have the sufficient parking for our patients, we would plan to move our employees from our existing parking spaces to the new parking area at Oak and Minnesota. Also to ensure that our neighbors are not disturbed by the expansion of our parking needs, we would ensure that the lot will be neat in appearance and kept extremely clean. Also parking would only be a daytime event, therefore not distributing the neighbors in the evening hours.

A new surgery center in place will allow Jewett the opportunity to continue to meet the needs of our patients and at the same time add needed revenues to the City of Winter Park tax base.

We, at Jewett, thank you for your consideration of this project and hope that should you or one of your family members have a need for our services in the future that we will have a facility that you will be pleased to visit.

Respectfully submitted,

Charles M. May, Chief Executive Officer  
Jewett Orthopaedic Clinic
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